Mirror, mirror on the wall: your
colorful DIY mirror is the fairest of
them all

You will need…
One roll of d-c-fix® in Ribbeck Oak
One roll of d-c-fix® plain lacquer in Banana Yellow
One roll of d-c-fix® plain lacquer in Orange
One d-c-fix® tool kit with smoother and cutter knife
Scissors
Pencil
Double-sided adhesive tape
Round mirror
Round wooden board (approx. 40 cm in diameter)
Gold chain (approx. 30 cm)
Two gold screws
Cordless screwdriver
Cutter-pliers

Step 1
So, let's get going. First, transfer the outline of the wooden
board to the back of the three adhesive films.
Step 2
Take the Ribbeck Oak film, and cut out the complete circle. In
both the Banana Yellow film and Orange films, cut out only a
120° pie section of the entire circle.
Step 3
Now, remove the backing paper from the Ribbeck Oak woodeffect film, and use the smoother to press it onto the wooden
board. Then apply the two circle sections of the two colored
films onto the board.
Step 4
Next, use double-sided adhesive tape to affix the round mirror
onto the colorful film-coated wooden board.
Step 5
Finally, mark the two location points for the mounting screws
on the left and right, for example centered on the edge of the
wooden circle. Then see how long the chain needs to be for
your mirror, and insert the screws through the chain links
accordingly.
Step 6
Use the screwdriver to secure the two screws firmly into the

wood, and the cutter-pliers to cut off any excess chain.
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